Kudos to Allen Barnett (PGY-2) for doing two successful lumbar punctures on general neurology in one afternoon. - Toni Cao (PGY-4)

Kudos to Jo Tang (NCC fellow) and Rafal Sobota (NCC fellow) for helping out on a busy neurocritical care consults day on my birthday. Jo also bought me a cake! - Sheng Tang (PGY-3)

Major kudos to Karl Guo (PGY-2) for volunteering for our 3rd stroke code and catching a difficult case ending in a thrombectomy. - Elizabeth Sugg (vascular neurology fellow)

Kudos to Katie Faus (general neurology APP) for doing such a wonderful job so far in her new role! Even on day 1, she expertly expedited patient care at a rapid response! She is meticulous and dedicated to patient-centered compassionate care - we are so grateful that she’s joined our general neurology family! - Toni Cao (PGY-4)

Kudos to Toni Cao for staying late so all of the PGY2s could attend a wedding together - Glenn Harris (PGY-4)

Kudos to Nicholas Hac (general neurology attending) for such a great 2 weeks on service! He took the time to review teaching points and walk through clinical reasoning together on every case, while making it fun and enjoyable even on the busiest days. Thanks for reminding us why neurology is the best! - Toni Cao (PGY-4)

Kudos to Charlie Otte (PGY-2) as stroke junior for taking a stroke code after hours to help the night shift team. - Sheng Tang (PGY-3)

Kudos to Kelly Donohue (NCC fellow) for kindly offering to fill in the role for general senior for a couple of days! Thanks for being so willing to help and for keeping the general service fun and exciting! - Jyoti Grewal (PGY-2) and Toni Cao (PGY-4)
“I have had the pleasure of working with Sofia Chernet (PGY-1) this week ... She is a gifted colleague and is a kind, competent and thoughtful doctor with our palliative care patients. This is feedback from me, but I’ve also heard equivalent comments from patients whom she’s cared for. She is also a keen observer and discussor of some of the more challenging issues of equity and inequity in medicine. And I have appreciated (and learned from) her insights on these topics too." - Josh Hauser (Internal Medicine attending)
Scholarly Accomplishments

Case Report: Challenges and Triumphs in a Case of Chronic Lymphocytic Inflammation with Pontine Perivascular Enhancement Responsive to Steroids (Dan Jia et al.)

Diversity of Neurologic Disorders at a Free Neurology Community Health Clinic (Juan Deliz et al.)

Pilomotor Seizures Arising from the ipsilateral Frontal Lobe Confirmed by Stereoelectroencephalography (Cody Nathan et al.)
Scholarly Accomplishments

Cerebral Lipiodol Embolism: CT and EEG Findings (Elizabeth Sugg et al.)

A Needs Assessment and Initiative to Improve Neurology Resident Satisfaction with Morning Report (Brian Stamm et al.)

Congratulations to Dr. Krainc for being elected to the National Academy of Medicine for his groundbreaking discoveries in the area of neurodegenerative disorders!
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